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Correct Voting Across Thirty-Three Democracies:
A Preliminary Analysis

RICHARD R. LAU, PARINA PATEL, DALIA F. FAHMY AND

ROBERT R. KAUFMAN*

This article extends Lau and Redlawsk’s notion of correct voting – whether voters, under conditions of
uncertainty, choose the alternative they would have chosen had they been fully informed about the
issues and candidates in that election – to sixty-nine elections in thirty-three established and emerging
democracies around the world. At the individual level, political sophistication, political experience
and motivation all significantly predict the probability of casting a correct vote. However several
institutional factors proved to be even more important. In particular, elections with more parties
running – and settings that encourage candidate-centred voting – decrease the probability of correct
voting, while more ideologically distinctive alternatives, clearer lines of responsibility and greater
media access to information are associated with higher rates of correct voting.

The past several decades have seen a ‘third wave’ of democratization with the collapse of the Soviet

Union and the spread of political rights and democratic elections in South America, Asia, many

parts of Africa,1 and now, possibly, the Middle East. While the trend has hardly been irreversible,

by the millennium there were eighty-six countries (representing 38 per cent of the world’s

population) that could be considered democracies using fairly rigorous standards. This constitutes

more than a 100 per cent increase in less than thirty years.2 We may wonder, however, how well all

of these new and more established democracies are doing. That is, what is the quality of the

democratic representation they provide?

This is not an easy question to answer, for it requires a standard of judgement. Political scientists

who have studied democratic elections comparatively have traditionally focused attention on

turnout.3 Indeed, comparative turnout rates have been studied so frequently that the very health of

* Political Science Department, Rutgers University (email: ricklau@rci.rutgers.edu); Walsh School of
Foreign Service, Georgetown University; Political Science Department, Long Island University, Brooklyn
Campus; Department of Political Science, Rutgers University. We thank especially Bill Clark, Andy
Murphy and Al Tillery for commenting on earlier versions of this manuscript, along with various
audience members and discussants at the Midwest Political Science Association, and at Florida State,
Oxford, Princeton and Rutgers Universities, where earlier versions of this article were presented. All
syntax commands to create the datasets utilized in this paper from the CSES datafiles, along with
replication datasets, are available at http://dx.doi.org/doi: 10.1017/S0007123412000610. An online
appendix is available at http://dx.doi.org/doi: 10.1017/S0007123412000610.

1 Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1991).

2 Lawrence Leduc, Richard G. Niemi and Pippa Norris, eds, Comparing Democracies 2: New
Challenges in the Study of Elections and Voting (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage, 2002), pp. 1–39.

3 Mark N. Franklin, ‘Electoral Participation,’ in Lawrence LeDuc, Richard G. Niemi and Pippa
Norris, eds, Comparing Democracies; Elections and Voting in Global Perspective (Thousand Oaks, Calif.:
Sage, 1996), pp. 216–35; Neil Nevitte, Andre Blais, Elisabeth Gidengil and Richard Nadeau,
‘Socioeconomic Status and Nonvoting: A Cross-National Comparative Analysis,’ in Hans-Dieter
Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (New York: Oxford University Press,
2009), pp. 85–108; Bingham G. Powell, Jr., ‘American Voter Turnout in Comparative Perspective,’
American Political Science Review, 80 (1986), 17–43.



a democracy is often judged in terms of its election turnouts.4 In most democracies, furthermore,

declining turnout rates are seen as a reason for concern about the quality of representation.5

Thus one way we could answer this question is to look at the proportion of adult citizens that

typically votes in national elections.

Such a focus on turnout, however, implicitly assumes that all votes are equal – that is, contribute

equally to democratic representation – an assumption we do not believe is completely justified. We

propose another criterion. Over a decade ago Lau and Redlawsk introduced the notion of correct

voting – the extent to which voters, inevitably under conditions of incomplete information,

nonetheless actually choose the candidate they would have chosen had they been fully informed

about the issues and candidates running in that election.6 Proposing a standard for correct voting

very explicitly allows for the possibility that some people do not meet that standard: that some

citizens vote, for lack of a better term, incorrectly. If ‘the will of the people’ is achieved in a

democracy in large part by citizens electing representatives who share their own values and

priorities, that mechanism can only work if citizens actually choose those parties or candidates who

do indeed best represent their own views. Incorrect votes undermine democratic representation by

helping to elect officials who do not accurately represent the views of their voters, and by misleading

other government officials who might try to assess public opinion based on those election results.

We argue that democracies must not only engage their citizens in the decision-making process by

encouraging them to vote; they must also provide the information, motivation and institutional

arrangements to allow their citizens to choose candidates who are consistent with their preferences.

Healthy democracies should encourage both voting and voting correctly. No level of turnout can

compensate for relatively high levels of incorrect voting.

Lau and colleagues have developed their theory of correct voting within the American context.

They have validated their measure with both experimental data and surveys from nine recent

US presidential elections.7 Their underlying theoretical perspective is derived primarily from

psychology and the decision-making literature, and thus focuses on individual-level predictors.

While it is important to replicate Lau and Redlawsk’s major findings in a broader context, we

believe that individual variation is only part of the story. Democracies differ in their constitutionally

mandated electoral systems, which shape the motivations and incentives provided to both political

parties and individual citizens. Democracies differ in party systems that have developed as a result

of both historical and institutional pressures, which in turn determine the number and type of

alternatives confronting voters. Democracies also differ in the type of government that gets elected

and provides the most immediate and salient context in which voters make their choices.

All of these institutional factors should help determine whether it is more or less difficult for

citizens to cast a correct vote. But do they? Lau et al. have explored several higher-order factors that

vary over time within the United States, but of course this only represents a very narrow view of the

4 Franklin, ‘Electoral Participation’; Hans-Dieter Klingemann and Ian McAllister, ‘Forward,’
in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems, pp. v–vii.

5 Richard Flickinger and Donley Studler, ‘The Disappearing Voters? Explaining Declining Turnout in
Western European Elections’, West European Politics, 15 (1992), 1–16; Thomas E. Patterson, The
Vanishing Voter (New York: Knopf, 2002); Roy A. Teixeira, The Disappearing American Voter
(Washington, DC: Brookings, 1992). In developing democracies, the question of turnout rates is often as
(or even more) important than who wins the election (see, for example, the recent elections in
Afghanistan, Egypt and Iraq), as relatively high turnout conveys legitimacy to the winning party or
candidate.

6 Richard R. Lau and David P. Redlawsk, ‘Voting Correctly’, American Political Science Review,
91 (1997), 585–99.

7 Lau and Redlawsk, ‘Voting Correctly’; Richard R. Lau and David P. Redlawsk, How Voters Decide:
Information Processing During Election Campaigns (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006);
Richard R. Lau, David J. Andersen and David P. Redlawsk, ‘An Exploration of Correct Voting in Recent
US Presidential Elections’, American Journal of Political Science, 52 (2008), 395–411.
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total institutional variation provided by modern democracies. The major contribution of this article

is to expand a theory of correct voting to account for wider institutional variation, and to test

that expanded theory with survey data from thirty-three established and emerging democracies

(and sixty-nine head-of-government elections within those democracies) around the world, using the

Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES) data.

WHAT IS A CORRECT VOTE?

Determining the quality or ‘correctness’ of a vote decision is no easy task. Who is to decide what is

correct? Should we impose a particular set of values upon the judgement? Following Dahl, Lau and

Redlawsk adopt a theoretical middle ground by defining correctness based on the ‘fully informed’

interests of individual voters. As Dahl writes, ‘a person’s interest or good is whatever that person

would choose with fullest attainable understanding of the experiences resulting from that choice and

its most relevant alternatives’.8 In any modern-day national political campaign, voters are

inundated with far more information than they can possibly process. This in turn impedes access to

the information that is actually relevant to the dimensions of judgement the voter actually cares

about. Almost by necessity, then, most voters are choosing with less (and often with a lot less) than

full information. Thus Lau and Redlawsk define a correct vote decision as one that is the same as

the choice that would have been made under conditions of full information.

Lau and Redlawsk present two measures of correct voting.9 The first is only available in a

controlled experimental setting in which ‘all alternatives in the choice set’ and ‘all dimensions of

judgement’ can be carefully controlled, and complete information can be provided to voters after

they have made their decisions; the voters then can determine for themselves if, had they known

everything they know now, they would have changed their decision. These restrictions of course

limit the usefulness of this first measure of correct voting.

Lau and Redlawsk’s second measure, which is closely related to the first empirically, can

be estimated with fairly standard survey data in which voters report their own values and interests.

The researcher then applies objective criteria to determine which candidate is the voter’s correct

choice, given those values and interests. For example, most citizens hold a party identification that

can be easily matched to the parties and candidates competing in an election. Respondents tell us

which political issues they care about (at least enough to report a position), which can then be

compared to the actual stands of candidates or parties (where ‘actual’ is determined by political

experts) on those policies. People tell us how much they care about an incumbent’s job performance

(again by answering survey questions), which can be used to weigh expert judgements about the

incumbent’s actual job performance in an overall vote calculus. In some surveys, respondents report

whether they ‘identify with’ or ‘feel close to’ different social groups that are widely believed (again,

by experts) to benefit from one party or another being in power. They may also assess the

competence or integrity of party leaders. These different evaluative considerations can be combined

into overall ‘utility’ scores associated with each party or candidate. The correct vote is for the party/

candidate with the highest total. Lau and Redlawsk call this second measure of correct voting

normative naı̈ve – naı̈ve in that it is based on the voter’s own preferences and determination of what

criteria of judgement are important, and normative because (1) it is based on experts’ judgements of

which party or candidate is closest to the voter’s expressed preferences and (2) the same criteria of

judgement must be applied to all candidates or parties in the choice set. We build upon this second

procedure here.

First, however, it is worth considering more carefully what ‘fully informed preferences’ actually

are, even in theory, and whether there are any boundaries to the type of alternatives or dimensions

of judgement that should be considered in determining a correct vote, especially when the number of

alternatives (particularly in systems that allow for write-in candidates or parties) and potential

8 Robert A. Dahl, Democracy and Its Critics (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), pp. 180–1.
9 Lau and Redlawsk, ‘Voting Correctly’.
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dimensions of judgement are almost infinite. If correct voting allows citizens to determine for

themselves what dimensions of judgement they care about, then ‘fully informed’ must apply only to

those particular criteria. We would not expect people to be true experts on any of those judgement

criteria, only that they would know (at most) what the ‘reasonably informed citizen’ would know:

that they would be aware of the official policies or public statements from party leaders about the

topics (even if they are not a major part of the current election campaign), and that they would be

aware of any approximate consensus among elite opinion leaders as to significant differences

(or lack thereof) between the parties or candidates on those topics. If voters prioritize multiple

considerations by relative importance, then fully informed preferences should somehow reflect that

rank ordering as well.

As to boundaries, we might begin by limiting consideration to those aspects of society over which

government has some control (governments should not be held accountable for the weather, for

example), and by focusing on past government performance (to the extent this can be objectively

determined) or factors that could influence future performance, such as policy proposals that are

meant to address the important issues of the day. We want to include both retrospective and

prospective concerns in any definition of correct voting, because they have both been normatively

associated with democratic representations.10 Purely idiosyncratic personal concerns (fixing the

pothole in the street at the end of my driveway) are excluded on normative grounds; there has to be

some larger social (though not necessarily societal) aspect to the consideration.11 Thus social

identifications with a class, ethnicity or religion that are associated with a party or leader – and that

might reasonably be expected to benefit all members of the group if that party or candidate were

elected – should be considered because they affect us, not just me. The most obvious and directly

relevant such social identification would be with a political party. In almost every country, political

parties represent historical social divisions and current and past policy performance reflecting those

divisions, and as such are very relevant to determining a correct vote. Aspects of political

leaders’ personality that could likely influence government performance, such as their intelligence,

experience, competence or integrity, are very legitimate considerations for correct voting; other

‘personal’ factors (such as a leader’s attractiveness) would not be relevant if they do not directly

influence government performance – even though such factors might sometimes be very important

determinants of actual vote choices. So-called strategic concerns about the electability of a

particular party or candidate would also be very relevant, because no party can influence

government if they cannot get elected.12

In practice, of course, the alternatives in the choice set and dimensions of judgement that can be

used to try to estimate correct voting will be limited to the alternatives and dimensions a (survey)

researcher has chosen to ask about. While such compromises are inevitable in any shift from the

10 Jane Mansbridge, ‘Rethinking Representation’, American Political Science Review, 97 (2003),
515–28.

11 Excluding personal concerns would therefore also exclude clientelistic bargains or patronage: voting for
a candidate because s/he arranged for me to get a government job, a food basket, etc. We note that such
bargains, in addition to being purely idiosyncratic and personal, also involve a good deal of coercion – the
threat of withdrawing a benefit if you don’t vote the right way – and therefore are not necessarily what the
voter would have chosen if s/he had been fully free to exercise the franchise.

12 R. Michael Alvarez and Jonathan Nagler, ‘A New Approach for Modelling Strategic Voting in
Multiparty Elections’, British Journal of Political Science, 30 (2000), 57–75; Andre Blais and Thomas
Gschwend, ‘Strategic Defection Across Elections, Parties, and Voters’, in Russell J. Dalton and
Christopher J. Anderson, eds, Citizens, Context, and Choice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011),
pp. 176–96; Gary W. Cox, Making Votes Count: Strategic Coordination in the World’s Electoral Systems
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). If any particular voter cares a great deal about voting for
the winning candidate, or believes their individual vote can prevent a particularly disliked party or
candidate from winning, we should be able to take those beliefs into account in determining which
candidate is correct. Such information is extremely rare in political surveys, however, and unfortunately is
completely absent from the CSES data we utilize in this article.
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conceptual to the manifest level, this particular compromise does not strike us as unusually

troubling. Given what we know about the typical citizen’s civic knowledge and political interest, we

doubt that most citizens ever consider voting for any but the most prominent parties and candidates

who are discussed in the media, and we strongly suspect that the major dimensions of judgement for

almost all voters will again be those that have been primed and framed by elite discussion. These are

exactly the parties and dimensions of judgement that are most likely to be included in high-quality

election surveys, and thus available for analysis. No measure will ever capture every consideration

of every voter, but the type of information one gets from the typical high-quality election survey

should include the major considerations of most voters.

Before grappling with those more practical issues, we want to be very clear about our purpose.

Correct voting is not meant to describe what voters actually do; there is a huge voting behaviour

literature that addresses that question. Correct voting is a normative criterion representing what

voters ‘ought’ to do, given their own values and relative priorities. We take these – at least for the

election immediately at hand – as exogenous and fixed. Our question is: how many voters chose the

party or candidate that best represents their own expressed values and priorities? The very essence of

democracy is undermined if large numbers of voters fail to do so.

WHAT SHOULD PREDICT CORRECT VOTING?

Democracy works best when citizens are interested in political matters, knowledgeable about

constitutional rules and regulations that give responsibility for specific political outcomes to different

political actors, attentive to the performance of people and parties in government, and aware of

historical and regional comparisons to put those performances in proper context. Such ideal

democratic citizens would also be very likely to have the information and perspective to vote correctly.

Unfortunately, because of limited cognitive resources, very few people in any democracy have the time

and energy to develop this type of knowledge about (and enduring interest in) politics. Home, family,

children and work all regularly make more immediate and compelling demands on our time.

Following Payne, Bettman and Johnson and Lau and Redlawsk,13 we believe that all decision

makers are typically guided by two chief motivations: the desire to make a good decision, and the

desire to make an easy decision. In mass politics, where the stakes are rarely very high and the

probability that one’s vote will change the outcome of the election is essentially zero, ease is almost

always the dominant motivation. Thus anything that makes the choice easier for cognitively limited

decision makers should increase the probability of a correct vote, while anything that makes the

choice more difficult should decrease correct voting. Similarly, anything that would make

consequences of the election more salient to voters, factors that should increase motivation, should

increase the probability of a correct vote. Our ultimate goal is to present a multilevel model that

combines institutional- and individual-level predictors into a single analytic framework.

Individual differences

Prior research14 suggests that at the individual level, ability (particularly decision-relevant

knowledge), experience and effort should all be associated with higher levels of correct voting.

(1) In any domain, it is far easier for people with greater pre-existing knowledge – those with

general knowledge about the world and domain-specific expertise – to process new incoming

information and link it to relevant prior knowledge in their memory. Thus people with higher

levels of political knowledge in particular, and more education in general, should have a greater

13 John W. Payne, James R. Bettman and Eric J. Johnson, The Adaptive Decision Maker (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1993); Lau and Redlawsk, ‘Voting Correctly’.

14 Lau and Redlawsk, How Voters Decide; Lau, Andersen and Redlawsk, ‘An Exploration of Correct
Voting in Recent US Presidential Elections’.
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capacity for thinking about politics and therefore a higher probability of voting correctly.15

We adopt the term Political Sophistication to represent this concept.16

(2) The more election campaigns citizens have experienced, the more familiar they are with the

peculiarities of the political system and the more sophisticated and efficient the heuristics they have

developed to aid decision making – in short, the older people are, the more likely they are to vote

correctly. When it comes to politics (as with many other domains of life),Age and experience impart

wisdom.17 (We will modify this hypothesis after introducing higher-lever factors below.)

(3) The more citizens try to make good decisions – the more it matters to them which candidate wins –

the higher the probability they will vote correctly.18 No direct measure of motivation is available

in the CSES surveys, but this construct is measured indirectly by Political Efficacy. People who

believe they have the ability to influence their political outcomes should generally be more strongly

motivated to put in the effort to try to vote correctly than those with little or no political efficacy.

Thus our first three hypotheses suggest that ability (political sophistication), experience (age) and

motivation (political efficacy) should all be positively associated with correct voting. Each of these

hypotheses has found strong support from American data,19 and our priors are high that they will

find similarly strong support from other electoral systems. But it is always important to confirm

such expectations.

Institutional Factors

Characteristics of the individual decision maker are not the only things that should affect correct

voting, however. The difficulty of the choice itself should also affect the probability of a correct vote.

15 William G. Chase and Herbert A. Simon, ‘Perception in Chess’, Cognitive Psychology, 4 (1973),
55–81; J. Shanteau, ‘Psychological Characteristics and Strategies of Expert Decision Makers’, Acta
Psychologica, 62 (1988), 203–15; J. Shanteau, ‘How Much Information Does an Expert Use? Is it
Relevant?’, Acta Psychologica, 81 (1992), 75–86; Michael Delli Carpini and Scott Keeter, What Americans
Know About Politics and Why It Matters (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996); Gabor Toka, ‘Citizen
Information, Election Outcomes, and Good Governance’, Electoral Studies, 27 (2008), 31–44.

16 Political knowledge is measured by the proportion of correct answers to 2–5 objective political
knowledge questions asked in most surveys. The questions differ across countries, of course, as do their
number and difficulty, and of all the concepts measured in the CSES, it is hardest to make the case for
comparability across elections with the political knowledge scale. Moreover, no political knowledge
questions were asked at all in about 10 per cent of the surveys. Years of education is available from all
surveys, however. We recoded each of these variables to have a 1-point range, and then combined them
into a summary measure of Political Sophistication, which is meant to reflect some combination of
domain-specific expertise and more general cognitive ability. When no political knowledge questions were
asked in a survey, the scale is determined entirely by years of education. To make this variable as
comparable as possible across elections, it is centred within and election before being included in the
analysis. Thus any mean differences across elections in this variable will not affect aggregate-level
estimates of correct voting.

17 Alexandra M. Freund and Paul B. Baltes, ‘Selection, Optimization, and Compensation as Strategies
of Life Management: Correlations with Subjective Indicators of Successful Aging’, Psychology and Aging,
13 (1998), 531–43; Michael Marsiske and Jennifer A. Margrett, ‘Everyday Problem Solving and Decision
Making’, in James E. Birren and K. Warner Schaje, eds,Handbook of the Psychology of Aging, 6th edition
(New York: Elsevier, 2006), pp. 315–42.

18 Robert P. Abelson and Ariel Levi, ‘Decision Making and Decision Theory’, in Gardner Lindzey and
Elliot Aronson, eds, Handbook of Social Psychology, vol. 1, 3rd edition (New York: Random House,
1985), pp. 231–309; John W. Payne, James R. Bettman and Eric J. Johnson, ‘Adaptive Strategy Selection
in Decision Making’, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition, 14 (1988),
534–52; Eric J. Johnson and John W. Payne, ‘Effort and Accuracy in Choice’, Management Science,
31 (1985), 395–414.

19 Lau, Andersen and Redlawsk, ‘An Exploration of Correct Voting in Recent US Presidential
Elections’.
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In the decision literature this factor is referred to generically as ‘task demands’. We will consider

how a country’s electoral institutions – its laws, the party system that has developed in response to

those laws, and its incumbent government – all influence the difficulty of the choice voters are asked

to make, or the motivations they have for making a good choice, and hence the probability of a

correct vote. These considerations provide eight additional hypotheses for testing.

We begin with the Age of the Democracy. The longer citizens have been choosing their leaders, the

longer a set of rules have been in place (no matter what those rules are) and the easier it ought to be

for people to choose the leaders they want. We take the log of this measure, as is standard in the

literature. Indeed, an individual’s political experience can only have its predicted effect if a country

has been democratic for longer than the citizen has been an adult. Thus we also hypothesize a

positive cross-level interaction between individual-level political experience – age – and the years a

country has been democratic.

The greater the number of constitutionally mandated political freedoms a country enjoys, and the

more open its media environment, the more aware its citizens ought to be about what the

government has accomplished, the more easily they should be able to discuss political matters with

others, the more informed they should be about what various out-parties are promising, and in the

end the easier it ought to be for them to make informed decisions. Readily available relevant

information reduces information costs and makes a decision easier to reach. Political rights are an

indirect measure of information availability, but the standard measures (for example, the ‘Polity2’

variable (Democracy – Autocracy) from the Polity IV Project, or the Freedom House ratings of

political rights and civil liberties) vary little in our sample of countries. Instead, we measure

information availability more directly with a summary measure of the Density of the Media

Environment, the mean number of telephones, televisions, newspapers, radios and people with

internet access per 1,000 adult citizens. The higher this mean, the greater the access to the larger

world enjoyed by citizens in a country, the more political information should be readily available,

and the easier it ought to be for them to cast a correct vote.

We hypothesize a second cross-level interaction, between Media Density and Political Efficacy.

Efficacy should translate into a higher probability of a correct vote only if voters have the

opportunity – the freedoms, rights and access to information – to translate their motivation into

effective action. Without such information, political efficacy would be largely delusional.

Electoral laws have most frequently been studied in terms of how fairly or equitably they allocate

seats to parties, but these laws also allocate seats to candidates within parties. Our interest is in

whether electoral laws encourage party-based or candidate-based voting. Control over the ballot

(for example, open-list vs. closed-list systems), vote ‘pooling’ and how votes are cast (for candidates

or for parties) can all make electoral systems relatively more candidate or party oriented. Such

differences have been studied previously primarily because they influence the extent to which

candidates have incentives to develop personal relationships with constituents.20 We focus on a

second consequence of this difference: the degree to which voters are required to learn new

information each election. It should be more difficult for citizens to vote correctly in candidate-

centred political systems, compared to more party-centred systems, for the simple reason that the

particulars of each new candidate must be learned anew, while party reputations are much more

stable, and party affiliation provides a valuable heuristic cue for many voters. We employ Carey and

Shugart’s21 rank ordering of electoral systems in terms of the degree to which candidates have

incentives to distinguish themselves from their political parties. We hypothesize a negative

relationship between systems that encourage a Personal Vote and correct voting because the

informational demands on voters must in general be higher in those systems.

20 John Carey and Matthew S. Shugart, ‘Incentives to Cultivate a Personal Vote’, Electoral Studies,
14 (1995), 417–39; John Curtice and W. Phillips Shively, ‘Who Represents Us Best? One Member or
Many?’ in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems.

21 Carey and Shugart, ‘Incentives to Cultivate a Personal Vote’.
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Since the classic work of Duverger,22 political scientists have known that electoral laws strongly

influence the number of parties that compete in an election. Time and again, studies find that

proportional representation systems have more competitive political parties than majoritarian

systems.23 Political scientists have studied how the number of competitive parties (the electoral

‘supply’) influences a wide variety of potentially interesting dependent variables, including strength

of partisan attachment, political efficacy, turnout and other types of political behaviour, how

actively parties campaign, party polarization, the likelihood that extremist parties will be

represented in government, and how satisfied citizens are with democracy.24

We focus on a different consequence of the number of parties. All else equal, the greater the

number of parties/candidates running in an election (and thus the greater the number of alternatives

voters must consider), the more information must be gathered, the more difficult the choice, and

consequently the lower the expected probability of a correct vote. This hypothesis comes directly

from the decision-making literature,25 but has also been recognized in political science26 and has

already found considerable support in the case of American presidential elections27 We

operationalize this concept using the familiar Effective Number of Electoral Parties (ENEP)28

measure, which we extend using the same formula to the results of presidential elections, but we

need not invoke any sophisticated theory of party system structure to make this prediction. Even if

voters chose randomly, we would observe higher levels of ‘correct’ voting with fewer alternatives on

the ballot. That is, in politics or any other domain, the more alternatives there are, the harder it

generally is to select the best one.

An equally straightforward extension of the behavioural decision-making literature suggests that

the more distinctive the alternatives are, the easier it is for voters to distinguish between them, and

thus all else equal, the greater the probability of a correct vote. Some scholars have begun referring

to this as ‘party polarization’ without the pejorative overtones that term has become associated with

in the American context,29 but we prefer the clarity of party choices, or more simply, Ideological

Distinctiveness. Again, Lau and Redlawsk have already found support for this hypothesis in the

rather ideologically restrictive context of American presidential elections, and we can only expect

even more support in electoral systems that encourage greater ideological variation among parties.

22 Maurice Duverger, Political Parties: Their Organization and Activity in the Modern State (New York:
Wiley, 1954).

23 For example, Douglas Rae, Political Consequences of Electoral Laws (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1971); Dalton and Anderson, ‘Citizens, Context, and Choice’, in Dalton and Anderson,
eds, Citizens, Context, and Choice.

24 See Hans-Dieter Klingemann, ‘The Impact of Political Institutions: A Contribution of the
Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES) to Micro-Macro Theories of Political Attitude
Formation and Voting Behaviour’, in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems, and
Dalton and Anderson, ‘Citizens, Context, and Choice’ in Dalton and Anderson, eds, Citizens, Context,
and Choice for many recent examples.

25 Abelson and Levi, ‘Decision Making and Decision Theory’; Payne, Bettman and Johnson, ‘Adaptive
Strategy Selection in Decision Making’.

26 For example, Best and McDonald, ‘The Role of Party Policy Positions in the Operation of
Democracy’; Hans-Deter Klingemann and Bernhard Wessels, ‘How Voters Cope with the Complexity of
Their Political Environment: Differentiation of Political Supply, Effectiveness of Electoral Institutions,
and the Calculus of Voting’, in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems; Martin
Kroh, ‘The Ease of Ideological Voting: Voter Sophistication and Party System Complexity’,
in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems.

27 Lau and Redlawsk, How Voters Decide; Lau, Andersen and Redlawsk, ‘An Exploration of Correct
Voting in Recent US Presidential Elections’.

28 Markku Laakso and Rein Taagepera, ‘‘’Effective’’ Number of Parties: A Measure with Application
to Western Europe’, Comparative Political Studies, 12 (1979), 3–27.

29 Russell J. Dalton, ‘The Quantity and Quality of Party Systems’, Comparative Political Studies,
41 (2008), 899–920; Kroh, ‘The Ease of Ideological Voting’.
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This concept is measured by Dalton’s30 party polarization index, which is roughly the standard

deviation of the distribution of parties along the ideological dimension. The larger this index, the

greater the variance of party ideologies and the easier it ought to be to distinguish between the

available alternatives on ideological grounds.

When institutional arrangements make it clear who is in control of government, and thus who is

responsible for government successes and failures, motivation to reward or punish those in power

should increase, as should the desire to make a good decision. When institutional arrangements and/

or election results blur the lines of responsibility, however, they also decrease the expected tangible

consequences associated with the election, thus reducing incentives for voters to try very hard to

figure out how to vote. At first blush we might think this difference coincides with presidential vs.

parliamentary systems, but this is too gross a distinction.31 The president’s party may also control

the legislature (‘unified’ government) or share power with another party (‘divided’ government).

Likewise, parliamentary governments can be controlled by a single majority party (as is often the

case in ‘British’ parliamentary systems, although not in the current British government) or by a

coalition of several smaller parties. We employ a simple dummy variable to operationalize Clear

Lines of Responsibility, distinguishing between parliamentary systems with single majority parties

and presidential systems of unified government (coded 1), and parliamentary systems with coalition

governments and presidential systems with divided government (coded 0).

Our theoretical framework for predicting correct voting thus includes individual differences that

reflect ability, experience, motivation, constitutional factors, party system characteristics and

the nature of the incumbent government. Our interest here is limited to a relatively short period of

time – an election campaign, say – but we acknowledges the likely presence of certain relationships

that would have a longer time horizon – for example, socio-economic status should be associated

with both political sophistication and political experience; laws could influence the nature of a

person’s political experience, the level of their motivation and so on.

METHOD

Lau et al.32 were able to compare levels of correct voting across recent US presidential elections

because the American National Election Study (ANES) survey data includes a large ‘core’ of items that

were asked in an identical manner across election years. Although not all items were asked in every

election year, enough of them were that Lau et al. did not hesitate to make cross-election comparisons.

While high-quality survey data are certainly available from national elections across numerous other

advanced democracies around the world, making a case for even conceptual similarity of these

questions across different national election studies becomes much more problematic.

Fortunately, the CSES data is designed to overcome this difficulty by establishing a common set

of questions that is asked in an identical manner in election surveys cross nationally. We examined

every Module 1 and Module 2 survey in the CSES in which, as in presidential elections in the United

States, the head of government was being elected. The major trade-off in using the CSES data is that

there is a relatively small number of questions asked in its core. While Lau and Redlawsk were

able to employ an average of twenty-three criteria from the ANES data to calculate correct voting in

the United States, we have far fewer available from the CSES core – essentially only three.

Still, there are solid estimates of retrospective performance evaluations,33 policy (ideological)

30 Dalton, ‘The Quantity and Quality of Party Systems’.
31 Matthew Shugart and John Carey, Presidents and Assemblies (New York: Cambridge University

Press, 1992); Bingham G. Powell, Jr., Elections as Instruments of Democracy (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 2000).

32 Lau, Andersen and Redlawsk, ‘An Exploration of Correct Voting in Recent US Presidential
Elections’.

33 Raymond M. Duch and Randolph T. Stevenson, The Economic Vote: How Political and Economic
Institutions Condition Election Results (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Morris P. Fiorina,
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considerations34 and basic historical party-based attachments35 from the CSES data that we hope

will be enough to reliably estimate correct voting. If we had to limit ourselves to only three

considerations, it would be these three.

Together, these considerations provide a mix of instrumental and more expressive benefits or

‘utility’ to citizens. Correct voting makes no attempt to distinguish between different types of utility,

or to tell people what criteria should be important. If a voter indicates that he or she cares about a

given criterion (usually by answering survey questions about it), and that criterion can be objectively

applied to all of the different alternatives under consideration, we will include it as a standard for

determining a correct vote.

(1) Retrospective performance was measured in Module 1 by combining evaluations of the current

state of the country’s economy and judgements about change in the economy over the past year.

For Module 2, these questions were modified to refer to how well the government handled the

problem the voter ‘cared the most about’. Favourable evaluations were assumed to impact

positively on evaluations of the incumbent candidate or party (and in the case of governing

coalitions, to impact positively on all members of that coalition), and to impact negatively on

evaluations of all challengers. Negative evaluations were assumed to have the opposite effects.36

Thus following Lau and Redlawsk’s normative naive procedures, this criterion combines

objective or normative components with respondents’ own evaluations and opinions into a

criterion for determining correct voting.

(2) Respondents placed themselves on an 11-point left-right ideology scale, which we used

as a measure of ideological self-identification that, in the absence of more specific questions,

we use as a proxy for prospective policy-based considerations. The survey researchers

provided expert judgements about where the political parties stand on the left-right scale,

and we combined these expert judgements with respondents’ own ideological self-

placement to construct ideological closeness scores to each of the major political parties.37

(F’note continued)

Retrospective Voting in American National Elections (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1981);
Valdimer O. Key Jr., The Responsible Electorate: Rationality in Presidential Voting 1936–1960
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1966); Michael Lewis-Beck, Economics and Elections:
The Major Western Democracies (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1988).

34 Russell J. Dalton, ‘Left-Right Orientations, Context, and Voting Choices’, in Dalton and Anderson,
eds, Citizens, Context, and Choice; Kroh, ‘The Ease of Ideological Voting’; Ola Listhaug, Stuart E.
MacDonald and George Rabinowitz, ‘Ideology and Party Support in Comparative Perspective’, European
Journal of Political Research, 25 (1994), 111–49.

35 Samuel H. Barnes, M. Kent Jennings, Ronald Inglehart and B. Farah, ‘Party Identification and
Party Closeness in Comparative Perspective’, Political Behavior, 10 (1988), 215–31; Robin E. Best and
Michael D. McDonald, ‘The Role of Party Policy Positions in the Operation of Democracy’, in Dalton
and Anderson, eds, Citizens, Context, and Choice; Russell J. Dalton, Martin Wattenberg and Ian
McAllister, ‘Consequences of Partisan Dealignment’, in Russell J. Dalton and Martin Wattenberg, eds,
Parties Without Partisans: Political Change in Advanced Industrial Democracies (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2002); Herman Schmitt, ‘Multiple Party Identifications’, in Klingemann, ed., The
Comparative Study of Electoral Systems.

36 In the preliminary analysis we included a dummy variable representing the difference between
Module 1 and Module 2 surveys. This dummy variable represents both time (Module 1 included elections
occurring between 1996 and 2000, Module 2 covered elections occurring between 2000 and 2005) and the
difference between the strictly economic, and the more general ‘most important problem’ performance
evaluations. Since the estimated effect of this dummy variable was trivial, we dropped it from subsequent
analysis.

37 We find the arguments for the Rabinowitz and MacDonald directional algorithm more compelling
than those for a Euclidean proximity model and use it here, but empirically the two procedures are usually
all but indistinguishable (George Rabinowitz and Stuart Elaine MacDonald, ‘A Directional Theory of
Issue Voting’, American Political Science Review, 83 (1989), 93–121). For what it is worth, in the CSES
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Again, this criterion combines both objective (expert judgement) and subjective (self-placement)

evaluations.

(3) Respondents were asked whether they usually think of themselves as close to any particular

political party in their country, and if so to state how close they felt to each party.38 Party

identifications are usually learned from parents, often reflect basic social divisions within a

society and are primarily expressive in nature. This identification is completely subjective – that

is, the closeness evaluations come entirely from each individual respondent, and it is easy to

match them to the different parties or candidates competing in an election.

These three variables are all standard predictors in the vote choice literature, although some

authors see performance evaluations as mostly partisan rationalizations and others think that party

identification, in many multiparty systems, is little more than a restatement of the vote choice.

If these reservations applied to large numbers of our survey respondents, then multiparty systems

would be positively (though artificially) related to correct voting. As will soon be seen, however, the

results are just the opposite. Thus while we certainly reject the overly simplistic view of party

identification as a permanent ‘unmovable mover’ of political attitudes and behaviours that is never

influenced by political events or past behaviour, we nonetheless believe that for most voters in the

run-up to an election, party identification is reasonably exogenous and plays both a direct and often

an indirect causal role in determining a vote decision.

Each of these three measures was re-scaled to range from 0 to 1. We then combined the party,

ideology and performance judgements into summary ‘utility scores’ associated with each of the

major political parties or candidates running in the national election.39 We do this in two slightly

(F’note continued)

data the directional measure on average predicted the actual vote choice about 3 per cent better than the
proximity measure. Although most surveys asked respondents to place the parties on the left-right scale,
such judgements are notoriously subjective and unreliable, and the expert judgements of the survey
researchers are much more in keeping with the normative flavour of correct voting. In a few elections the
expert judgements were missing, in which case we employed the average ratings of college-educated
respondents as our objective measure of party placement.

38 The standard question read ‘Do you usually think of yourself as close to any particular political party?’,
although details about how many parties people could say they feel close to, and whether respondents were
pressed if they answered ‘No’ to the first question, differed substantially across countries. We took advantage
of as much additional information as possible to build in additional variance, and have a measure of
identification with each party considered in the survey. At the very least there is always a ‘closest’ party if
respondents said they felt close to any party. Respondents were assigned a zero (not close) on the closeness
measure for all remaining parties they were not close to. This provides a measure of party attachment that is
faithful to the original concept (Angus Campbell, Phillip E. Converse, Warren E. Miller and Donald
E. Stokes, The American Voter (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960)), except that it is possible for
respondents to report some closeness to multiple parties; Schmitt, ‘Multiple Party Identifications’ – a
possibility that The American Voter, which focuses on an electorate with a well-established two-party system,
did not consider. The CSES surveys also include evaluations of how much respondents ‘like’ each of the major
parties, but we avoid using those party evaluations because they sound too much like a restatement or
rationalization of the vote decision itself, particularly when asked in a post-election survey.
We should note that there is a controversy within comparative politics about whether party identification should
be included as a predictor of the vote choice in countries other than the United States. If party ID does not
belong on the right-hand side of a vote choice equation, it surely should not be used to help determine a correct
vote choice. There is simply no consensus within the field on this question, although a survey of the recent
comparative voting behaviour literature [details available from the authors upon request] reveals a definite
preference for including it. Given that we do not have many alternatives available in the CSES data, we have
come down on the ‘include it’ side of the debate, but flag this question as another topic for future research.

39 ‘Major’ is defined by the local experts who conducted the surveys. If survey questions were asked
about a candidate/party contesting the election, we included that candidate/party in our analysis.
Respondents who voted for other ‘minor’ parties are treated as missing, as are non-voters.
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different ways, first treating each of these three criteria equally, then using a weighting scheme

that treats each criterion of judgement somewhat differently, depending on both subjective

individual and aggregate-level differences between respondents and countries (see Appendix A for

details). The weighting scheme, consistent with various ‘heterogeneous’ models of vote choice,40

assumes that party, economic or ideological considerations should be more important, for some

voters or in some electoral or institutional contexts, than others. Notice, however, that before any

weighted or unweighted mean utilities are calculated, voters tell us which considerations of

judgement are important to them by their answers to the survey questions. If a respondent says they

do not feel close to any political party (48.8 per cent), or they do not place themselves on the left-

right ideology scale (16.4 per cent), or they cannot make a performance evaluation about the

incumbent party (3.0 per cent), that criterion does not factor into determinations of which party is

correct. If respondents answer any of those questions, however, the criterion is applied equally to

every party or candidate in the choice set. We assume that respondents should have voted for the

alternative associated with the highest utility. We then compare our judgement of which candidate is

correct with the respondent’s reported vote choice to calculate overall rates of correct voting in

an election.41

Let us be clear in distinguishing between correct voting and ‘sincere voting’ – that is, voting for

the candidate you like best.42 We use the term ‘utility’ rather than ‘evaluation’ to help keep our

meanings distinct. From our perspective, voters could choose the party or candidate they ‘like’ the

most and still vote incorrectly. Of course, they might also rationally choose to vote for a less

preferred party if they believed that party had a better chance of actually winning a seat.

Unfortunately we do not have the survey questions to include such ‘strategic’ concerns in our

determination of which candidate is correct. We address the relationship between ‘strategic voting’

and correct voting more fully below.

We have put a great deal of effort into assuring ourselves that these three considerations do a

surprisingly good job of faithfully representing the original concept introduced by Lau and

Redlawsk. We reserve the details for online Appendix B, but briefly we have located the full national

election studies for nineteen of the sixty-nine elections studied here, and operationalized correct

voting with the much larger number of potentially relevant considerations (on average, just under

twenty) within each individual country. This comparison produces two major results. First, relative

to a measure of correct voting based on the much larger number of items available from the full

national election studies conducted in these countries, the measure available in the CSES data

overestimates levels of correct voting by an average of 10 per cent.43 Secondly, the relative rankings

40 For example, Doug Rivers, ‘Heterogeneity in Models of Electoral Choice’, American Journal of
Political Science, 32 (1988), 737–57; Raymond M. Duch, Harvey D. Palmer and Christopher J. Anderson,
‘Heterogeneity in Perceptions of National Economic Conditions’, American Journal of Political Science,
44 (2000), 635–52; Brad T. Gomez, and J. Matthew Wilson, ‘Political Sophistication and Economic
Voting in the American Electorate: A Theory of Heterogeneous Attribution’, American Journal of
Political Science, 45 (2001), 899–914; Wilson, Carole J. ‘Consideration Sets and Political Choices: A
Heterogeneous Model of Vote Choice and Sub-National Party Strength.’ Political Behavior, 30 (2008),
161–84.

41 If there was ever a tie, voting for any of the most highly ranked parties was considered correct. All
syntax commands required to operationalize correct voting from the CSES Module 1 and Module 2 data,
and smaller election-specific data files indicating the calculated correct choice for each voter in each of the
sixty-nine elections considered here, are available from http://fas-polisci.rutgers.edu/lau/. This website
will also make available the HLM ‘‘MDM’’ (system) file and the command file necessary to replicate the
analysis reported in the manuscript.

42 For example, David Austen-Smith, ‘Sincere Voting in Models of Legislative Elections’, Social
Change and Welfare, 6 (1989), 287–99; William R. Clark, Matt Golder and Sona N. Golder, Principles of
Comparative Politics (Washington, DC: CQ Press, 2009).

43 Our best guess as to why the smaller CSES measure tends to overestimate levels of correct voting is
because it is based entirely on three fairly simple and very prominent considerations of correctness that
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of these nineteen elections produced by the two different measures strongly agree with each other

(r5 0.77, p, 0.001) and the individual-level variables that predict them are very similar across the

two different operationalizations. For the purposes of this article, to identify the individual- and

institutional-level predictors of correct voting, the latter finding is far more important. As we discuss

in the online appendix, any measure based on twenty considerations has to be more reliable than a

measure based on only three considerations, and all else equal we would always prefer the more

reliable measure. But all else is not equal. The more reliable measure is only available to us for

nineteen elections from nine countries, which greatly limits the breadth of institutional variation

that can be invoked to explain cross-national differences in observed levels of correct voting.

We could expand the number of elections by adding election years outside those included in the

CSES data, but could not greatly expand the number of countries under consideration. We

therefore now analyse the CSES data to take advantage of this greater institutional-level variation,

while acknowledging that measurement of the dependent variable is less than ideal and that, for this

reason, our findings are preliminary.

Online Appendix C provides detailed information on scale construction and data sources for

aggregate-level predictors. Because the scale of the individual-level survey variables is arbitrary, we

have recoded them to have a 1-point range. However since most of the higher-level variables are

familiar and widely available to researchers in the discipline, we therefore keep their original scale

(see Online Appendix Table C1). With the standard rule of thumb that one should have at least ten

cases per predictor, we should include at most seven higher-order predictors.44 All analyses

presented below conform to these guidelines.

We test these hypotheses with a non-linear multilevel model using the program HLM6,45 in which

the individual-level predictors are all nested within elections. The dependent variable, correct voting,

is dichotomous, and our hierarchical model involves a logit link. We employ robust standard errors.

We report results from the weighted version of correct voting because it seems more likely to

represent the way people actually make such decisions, but repeat all analyses with the unweighted

variant as a check on the robustness of the results. There are 72,328 Level 1 survey respondents in

our analyses, divided across sixty-nine elections in thirty-three different democracies (Level 2).46

(F’note continued)

most voters are likely to ‘get right’. A more complex measure includes a much richer set of considerations,
but also ones that many voters are likely to ‘get wrong’ (where right and wrong are determined by expert
judgements), which would, if our speculations are right, reduce mean levels of correct voting.

44 It is not clear how cross-level interactions count against this total. Raudenbush and Bryk urge
caution, suggesting that the ‘ten predictors per case’ rule probably does not apply to each equation
separately, but nor does it apply to all equations together (Stephen W. Raudenbush and Anthony S. Bryk,
Hierarchical Linear Models: Applications and Data Analysis Methods, 2nd ed. (Thousand Oaks, Calif.:
Sage, 2002), p. 267.) We feel pretty safe with six higher-level predictors and only two cross-level
interactions in our basic model.

45 Stephen W. Raudenbush, Anthony S Bryk and Richard Congdon, HLM6: Hierarchical Linear &
Nonlinear Modelling (Lincolnwood, Ill.: Scientific Software International, 2004).

46 Strictly speaking, we have a three-level hierarchical model, with individuals embedded within
elections that are in turn embedded within countries. It is conventional to treat such analyses as two-level
models, however, which for simplicity we do here. The basic results do not change if the model is specified
as three levels. Eight of those elections (Albania in 2005, Germany in 1998 and 2002, Hungary in 1998 and
2002, Japan in 1996, New Zealand in 1996 and 2002) involve countries with mixed electoral systems in
which citizens have two votes that help determine the head of state, one in a single-member district (SMD)
and one in a multi-member district (MMD). As electoral incentives are quite different in these two types
of elections, and the CSES recorded votes in both of them, we randomly divided survey respondents from
those countries into two separate groups (proportional to the number of seats being selected in each type
of election) and included both elections in our analysis. We also had data on two successive votes from
citizens in three countries (Brazil in 2002, France in 2002 and Romania in 2004) that employ two-round
majority vote electoral systems. Again, because the incentives voters face in these two types of elections
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Before presenting the results we want to address one further issue. Our standard procedure treats

all incorrect votes as if they were equally wrong, but with three or more parties in the choice set, it is

easy to imagine that one could vote for a party that by our calculations has only slightly less utility

than one’s ideal choice, or vote for one that has considerably less utility. Somehow we would like to

capture this ‘degree of error’ variation, but in practice this proves to be impossible to do

convincingly. The basic problem is that ‘utility’ is a joint function of the individual voter’s values

and beliefs and the objective placement of the available parties on the criteria of judgement.

This variation means that even voters in the same election do not face the same difficulty of choice.

The correct choice is a unique calculation for every individual voter. Thus while there is always a

best choice (the correct vote) and a worst choice for every voter (and with more than two parties,

often choices that fall somewhere in between), making the ‘distance’ between best and worst

somehow quantifiable, and thereby comparable across respondents, is virtually impossible. We

therefore limit consideration to a dichotomous dependent variable that indicates whether voters

chose the party or candidate that was best for them. Distinguishing between the egregiousness of the

errors made by different incorrect voters is a topic for future research.

RESULTS

Mean Levels of Correct Voting Across Sixty-Nine Elections

Table 1 presents our estimates of correct voting in sixty-nine head-of-government elections across thirty-

three different democracies, including evidence from two rounds of voting for three elections for which

we have the data, and evidence from both a single-member district (SMD)-based vote and a

multimember district (MMD) proportional vote from countries with a ‘mixed’ electoral system.

It varies between a low of only 44 per cent in the 2001 election in Poland to a high of almost 90 per cent

in round two voting in the 1996 presidential election in Romania, with an overall mean across these

sixty-nine elections of 72.3 per cent and a standard deviation of 10.6 per cent. This is the basic data our

theory aims to explain; there is clearly considerable variation across elections to be explained.

Looking at cross-election variation within countries, we see that in most cases, estimates of

correct voting are quite stable over time – in a few cases (the MMD elections in Germany and

Hungary; Great Britain, Sweden) amazingly so. Across the twenty-six instances of multiple elections

within countries in our dataset, the mean absolute difference in estimated levels of correct voting is

6.3 per cent. Although some of this discrepancy is undoubtedly due to sampling error, some of it

may also be due to systematic changes in the political environment or the nature of the political

options offered to voters. Either way, this leaves even more of the variance to be explained by cross-

national differences in electoral institutions.

Explaining Cross-National Variation in Correct Voting

Table 2 presents the results of a non-linear multilevel model that predicts cross-national levels of

correct voting, which is the primary focus of this article. As all of our hypotheses are directional, a

one-tailed significance level is appropriate. The model includes the three individual-level predictors,

each of which has their hypothesized effect: the more sophisticated voters are, the more experience

(age) they have, the more motivated (efficacious) they should be to make good decisions and the

higher their predicted probability of voting correctly should be. Holding all other predictors at their

mean or modal value (and thus starting from an overall mean of 72.6 per cent), moving from the

lowest to the highest value of political sophistication increases the probability of a correct vote

by about 4 per cent. Sixty years of political experience increases the probability of a correct vote by

over 9 per cent, and the most efficacious are about 14 per cent more likely to vote correctly than the

(F’note continued)

vary greatly, we randomly divided voters into two groups and include both rounds of elections in our
analysis.
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least efficacious. The estimated effects of political experience and political motivation are very similar

to what Lau et al.47 found in the United States, but political sophistication has a much smaller effect

in the CSES data than Lau et al. report from the United States, which we suspect is due primarily to a

weaker measure of political knowledge in the CSES data (based most frequently on correct answers to

three factual questions, compared to an average of over twenty in the typical ANES survey).

The estimated multilevel model also includes six institutional level predictors, and they are our

primary focus here. The number of years a country has been democratic (logged) has its

hypothesized positive effect, but one that is about half the size of its standard error and thus not

reliably different from zero. But this is the only institutional-level predictor in the model that did not

at least approach conventional levels of statistical significance. In contrast, the greater the

availability of political information (represented by Density of the Media Environment), the higher

the predicted probability of a correct vote by about 13 per cent, all else equal.

TABLE 1 Correct Voting Across Sixty-Nine Elections in Thirty-Three World Democracies

Country Year % Correct voting Country Year % Correct voting

Romania, round 2 1996 89.9 Germany (MMD) 2002 72.7
Chile 1999 89.5 Denmark 2001 72.7
United States 2004 88.4 Germany (MMD) 1998 72.6
Spain 2000 88.0 Norway 1997 72.5
Bulgaria 2001 87.6 Portugal 2005 72.3
Israel 1996 86.8 Italy 2006 72.0
Spain 2004 86.0 Peru 2001 71.8
Hungary (MMD) 2002 84.3 Canada 1997 71.0
Australia 2004 84.2 Japan (MMD) 1996 70.5
Hungary (MMD) 1998 83.8 Denmark 1998 69.1
Sweden 1998 83.7 Poland 1997 67.6
Sweden 2002 83.3 Germany (SMD) 2002 67.3
Czech Republic 1996 82.9 Slovenia 2004 67.2
United States 1996 82.4 Brazil, round 1 2002 67.1
Switzerland 1999 82.0 Peru 2006 66.7
Australia 1996 81.6 Chile 2005 66.2
Romania, round 2 2004 80.1 Mexico 2000 65.8
Belgium Flanders 1999 80.0 New Zealand (MMD) 1996 64.8
Iceland 1999 79.4 Taiwan 1996 63.7
Great Britain 1997 79.3 New Zealand (MMD) 2002 61.7
Switzerland 2003 79.2 France, round 2 2002 61.4
Czech Republic 2002 78.2 Norway 2001 61.2
Great Britain 2005 78.0 New Zealand (SMD) 1996 60.9
Hungary (SMD) 2002 77.8 Ireland 2002 59.4
Iceland 2003 77.3 Belgium Walloon 1999 59.1
Canada 2004 77.1 France, round 1 2002 58.6
Finland 2003 76.2 Taiwan 2004 57.0
Japan (SMD) 1996 75.6 Albania (MMD) 2005 56.5
Brazil, round 2 2002 75.5 New Zealand (SMD) 2002 55.8
Portugal 2002 75.4 Belgium 2003 55.3
Albania (SMD) 2005 74.9 Netherlands 2002 54.7
Germany (SMD) 1998 74.2 Slovenia 1996 54.3
Hungary (SMD) 1998 74.1 Netherlands 1998 50.3
Spain 1996 74.1 Poland 2001 44.0
Romania, round 1 2004 73.6

Note: Reported levels of correct voting average across the weighted and unweighted versions of the
measure described in the text.

47 Lau, Andersen and Redlawsk, ‘An Exploration of Correct Voting in Recent US Presidential
Elections’.
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Governments that provide voters with clear lines of responsibility – parliamentary systems with a

single majority party, or presidential systems with unified executive and legislative branches – increase

correct voting by almost 3.5 per cent, while electoral rules that encourage personal (as opposed to party)

voting and thus require new learning each election decrease correct voting by about 5 per cent.

The strongest institutional-level variable is the number of political parties. When there are only

two alternatives on the ballot, all else equal the model predicts almost 79 per cent correct voting, but

when there are nine alternatives competing in an election, the probability of a correct vote drops

precipitously to under 57 per cent. This is by far the largest effect present in our data. Voters are

nonetheless doing considerably better than chance, but this demonstrates that the number of

political parties has a huge estimated effect. However, the ideological distinctiveness of those

alternatives works in the opposite direction and helps mitigate against the pernicious effect of too

many alternatives in the choice set, increasing the probability of a correct vote by almost 8 per cent

when the parties are, on average, most distinct.

There are two hypothesized cross-level interactions in our model, and they both prove to be

significant. All else equal, young people have a relatively hard time voting correctly no matter how

long their country’s democracy has been in place. But in well-established democracies, a full adult

TABLE 2 Multilevel Analysis of Correct Voting Across Sixty-Nine Elections and Thirty-Three

Democracies

Full sample results Jackknife summary

Fixed effect Coeff S.E. Prob Coeff Min Max

Intercept 0.98z 0.07 0.98 0.95 1.01

Individual Level 1 predictors
Political Sophistication Slope 0.19y 0.08 0.04 0.19 0.13 0.24
Political Experience (Age) Slope 0.49z 0.07 0.09 0.49 0.46 0.55
Political Motivation (Efficacy) Slope 0.65z 0.06 0.14 0.65 0.60 0.69

Aggregate Level 2 predictors
Age of Democracy (logged) 0.05 0.08 0.03 0.04 20.00 0.13
Information Availability (Media Density) 0.65* 0.28 0.13 0.65 0.50 0.92
Learning Requirements (Personal Vote) 20.25y 0.10 20.05 20.25 20.31 20.18
Clear Lines of Responsibility 0.18* 0.10 0.03 0.18 0.11 0.32
Number of Alternatives (ENEP) 20.12y 0.04 20.22 20.12 20.16 20.10
Ideological Distinctiveness

(Clarity of Choices) 0.09* 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.11

Cross-Level Interactions
Age of Democracy3Age (of Voter) 0.17* 0.07 0.17 0.13 0.20
Media Density3Efficacy Slope 0.51* 0.26 0.51 0.36 0.70

Variance components
Null
model

Estimated
model

Intercept 0.30 0.24
Political Sophistication Slope 0.41
Age Slope 0.25
Political Efficacy Slope 0.23

*p, 0.05; yp, 0.01; zp, 0.001
Note: N572,328. The first two columns of the table report the final estimation of the fixed effects from the
population-average non-linear multilevel model with robust standard errors and a logit link. The third column
reports the change in the predicted probability of a correct vote when each predictor ranges from its lowest to
its highest value, holding all other variables in the equation at their mean or modal value. We report the
population average rather than the unit-specific results because the former are based on fewer assumptions,
but in practice the two differ very little. Because all hypotheses are directional, significant levels are one-tailed.
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lifetime of political experience can increase that probability by 14 per cent, compared to only 9 per

cent in new democracies. Further, when media density is at its lowest observed level, political

efficacy increases the probability of a correct vote by about 8 per cent. But as predicted, when media

density is at its highest level and efficacy can logically be expected to have its strongest impact, this

figure almost doubles to 15 per cent.

Incentives for Strategic Voting

In some cases, as mentioned earlier, citizens might consciously choose a less-preferred party or

candidate in order to keep a more disliked alternative from winning. Although in theory such

‘strategic’ concerns could be incorporated into the determination of correct voting, in practice we do

not have the survey questions available to do so. This opens the possibility that some voters who we

have categorized as voting incorrectly would (and should) have been counted as voting correctly

if the CSES surveys had included the necessary questions. No measurement is perfect, of course,

but if our methods systematically miscategorize strategic voters as incorrect, then we will

(1) underestimate the overall level of correct voting and (2) possibly incorrectly conclude that

certain institutional characteristics are associated with lower levels of correct voting when in fact

they are associated with greater incentives for strategic voting.

To explore this possibility, we have searched for aggregate-level indicators of incentives for

strategic voting in our basic model presented in Table 2. If any of those indicators are statistically

significant, we will know we have underestimated overall levels of correct voting. If, moreover, any

of the important higher-level predictors in Table 2 lose their significance (or worse yet, change their

sign), we will know that the basic model presented in Table 2 suffers from serious misspecification.

The most obvious possibility is Mean District Magnitude, the average number of seats that are

selected from each electoral district. The larger this number, the more ‘fairly’ votes can be translated

into seats, and the lower the incentives for strategic voting.48 If strategic considerations are

confounding our estimates of correct voting, this variable should have a significant positive effect in

our model. It does not. In fact the coefficient is negative (20.06) and significant (see Online

Appendix Table C2). We also considered Gschwend’s49 scheme for ranking electoral systems

according to how many incentives for strategic voting they provide. High incentives for strategic

voting should be associated with less correct voting, according to this logic. But adding a dummy

variable to the equation, thus isolating those elections with strong incentives for strategic voting,

again proves disappointing. The coefficient is positive (0.01) – again, the opposite of the prediction –

and much smaller than its standard error. We can only conclude that strategic voting, no matter

how prevalent it may be in the CSES elections, is not systematically confounding any of the basic

results reported here.

Robustness Checks and Supplementary Analysis

Our results are very robust to alternative specifications of the basic model and different operation-

alizations of our primary predictors. Measuring cognitive ability with just political knowledge produces

very similar results, although we lose half a dozen elections from the sample in which no knowledge

questions were asked. Using years of education by itself produces a positive coefficient, but one that is

not much larger than its standard error, so some element of political expertise seems to be important for

maximum effect. Replacing respondent’s age and the age of democracy X respondent age cross-level

interaction with a single measure of the number of years respondents have lived in a democracy

produces a rather convoluted variable, but one that has a significant positive effect. Using Freedom

48 Cox, Making Votes Count.
49 Thomas Gschwend, ‘Comparative Politics of Strategic Voting: A Hierarchy of Electoral Systems’,

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, Ill., 20–23
April 2006; Thomas Gschwend, ‘District Magnitude and the Comparative Study of Strategic Voting,’
in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems.
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House’s measure of freedom of the press has much the same effect as our scale of media density.

Measuring the number of alternatives simply by counting the number of parties or candidates that

received more than 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, of the vote rather than the more complicated ENEP

measure does not affect things much. Nor does replacing the polarization measure of ideological

distinctiveness with a more straightforward measure of the ideological range represented by the major

parties in an election. At a reviewer’s urging we considered several additional cross-level interactions,

including sophistication by information availability and experience by information availability, but none

of them even approached conventional levels of statistical significance.

We could think of no theoretical reason for gender to be related to correct voting, but it is

measured in all of the surveys and we did include it in supplementary models. Females were slightly

more likely to vote correctly, but not significantly so. We did speculate that gender might become a

more important predictor in countries with greater female representation in the national

legislature,50 but in fact the percentage of female legislators has the opposite effect, significantly

decreasing an already-small gender difference.

Does the presence or prevalence of referenda and initiative at the national level produce a more

politically engaged electorate with higher levels of correct voting, as proponents of direct

democracy51 would seem to argue? No. And most importantly, given its strong association with

greater satisfaction with democracy, the strength of the economy does not systematically translate

into higher levels of correct voting. Whether we are talking about gross national product (GNP) per

capita during the election year, change in GNP per capita over the past year or the past ten years, or

the openness of a country’s economy to world trade, again the answer is no. Correct voting has little

or nothing to do with the state of the economy.

We replicated all of the analyses discussed above with the unweighted version of our dependent

variable, and again the results proved quite robust against this slightly different operationalization

of the dependent variable (see Table C2 in the online appendix). We also replicated all of our results

with a technically more appropriate three-level model (with individuals nested within elections

nested within countries), but again the results are hardly any different.

There is also a legitimate concern that, by restricting the measurement of correct voting to the three

indicators employed here, we may be missing crucial determinants of vote choice in particular elections.

Let us emphasize again that such restriction is by necessity, not by choice. We are very definitely not

offering the three-item measure employed here as the gold standard for operationalizing correct voting.

We would always rather have more, rather than fewer, considerations upon which to base this

judgement. Surely there are election-specific factors in some of these elections that are not well captured

by the party, ideological and retrospective considerations available to us, which would therefore lead

some voters in those elections to be incorrectly categorized by our methods. This is another way of

saying that a three-item measure is going to be less reliable than a 20-item measure. The issue is not

whether we have measurement error in our dependent variable (for surely we do), but whether such

errors are going to systematically occur more often in some countries or electoral contexts than others.

To assure ourselves that this possibility is unlikely to occur, we conducted a jackknife analysis by

randomly dividing our sixty-nine elections into ten mutually exclusive groups; after systematically

eliminating each of the groups one at a time, we re-estimated the basic model in the remaining 90 per

cent of the cases.52 If any of the basic results in Table 2 are being driven by one or two outlying cases

50 Pippa Norris, Electoral Engineering: Voting Rules and Political Behavior (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004); Kira Sanbonmatsu, ‘Gender-Related Political Knowledge and the Descriptive
Representation of Women’, Political Behavior, 25 (2003), 367–88.

51 For example, Bruno Kaufmann and M. Dane Waters, eds, Direct Democracy in Europe: A
Comprehensive Reference Guide to the Initiative and Referendum Process in Europe (Durham, NC:
Carolina Academic Press, 2004); Lawrence Leduc, ‘Referendums and Initiatives: the Politics of Direct
Democracy’, in LeDuc, Niemi and Norris, eds, Comparing Democracies 2.

52 Christopher Z. Mooney and Robert D. Duval, Bootstrapping: A Nonparametric Approach to
Statistical Inference (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1993).
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in which our standard measurement of correct voting simply does not fit, we should be able to see

this in the jackknife results. The last three columns of Table 2 report the mean estimate and the

observed minimum and maximum estimates of each of our coefficients across the ten replications of

the analysis. In every case these means are very close to the original full-sample estimates, and rarely

do any of the significant effects lose their significance in the jackknife sample. There simply is no

hint in any of these analyses that the results are being driven by a few problematic cases.

DISCUSSION

All voters in a democracy, we contend, deserve to have their political concerns – their basic social

identifications, their retrospective performance evaluations and their more forward-looking policy

orientations – represented by their political system. Our measure of correct voting tries to capture

these considerations. This is a normative judgement, an assumption we make at the outset. Granted

this assumption, we ask what individual- and system-level factors make it more or less likely that

they will be.

We find substantial support for ten of our eleven hypotheses: three at the individual level, five

(of six) at the institutional level and two involving cross-level interactions. As predicted, more

sophisticated voters, more experienced voters and more highly motivated voters all had a higher

probability of voting correctly. These results replicate past findings from US elections. Together,

holding the institutional predictors at their mean or modal value, but setting the three individual-

level predictors at their lowest values (no sophistication, experience or efficacy), results in a

predicted probability of voting correctly of only 0.55; setting these three variables at their highest

value raises the expected probability to 0.83, a very substantial increase due entirely to individual-

level factors that citizens would carry with them in any political system.

We also found that most of the hypothesized institutional-level predictors also had a significant

impact on levels of correct voting. In particular, larger numbers of alternatives confronting voters,

and electoral rules that encourage personal rather than party voting (and thus increase learning

requirements), both decrease estimated levels of correct voting. On the other hand, a rich media

environment that ensures easy access to political information, clear lines of responsibility for

government actions (which should increase the motivation to make a good decision) and greater

ideological distinctiveness among the competing parties or candidates are all associated with higher

levels of correct voting. Only the number of years a country has been democratic did not have its

hypothesized effect on correct voting, although this variable did have a significant cross-level

interaction with political experience (that is, Age). Similarly, Media Density conditions the effect of

motivation (Political Efficacy) on correct voting. Together, these results provide strong construct

validity for our CSES-based measure of correct voting applied in a comparative context.

More importantly, these results point to the significance of institutional factors in determining the

probability of a correct vote. A recent compilation of papers using the CSES data to explore various

aspects of political attitudes and behaviour concluded that individual-level factors dominate, and

that the effects of political institutions are ‘modest’.53 Holmberg summarizes this finding best:

‘The electoral system matters, but it does not matter much.’54 Because our dependent variable is

dichotomous we cannot allocate variance between individual- and higher-level factors as neatly as

one could with a linear model, but the effects of a ‘full dose’ of each predictor reported in Table 2

already hint at the importance of institutional factors on correct voting. We reported above

that the three individual-level factors together increase estimated levels of correct voting from

53 Hans-Dieter Klingemann, ‘The Impact of Political Institutions’, in Klingemann, ed., The
Comparative Study of Electoral Systems, p. 26.

54 Soren Holmberg, ‘Candidate Recognition in Different Electoral Systems’, in Klingemann, ed., The
Comparative Study of Electoral Systems, p. 168; see also Curtice and Shively, ‘Who Represents us Best?
One Member or Many?’; Gabor Toka, ‘Expressive Versus Instrumental Motivation of Turnout,
Partisanship, and Political Learning’, in Klingemann, ed., The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems.
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0.55 to 0.83 when they vary from their lowest to their highest values, holding the higher-level factors

at their mean or modal value. If we conduct a similar exercise with the institutional factors, holding

the three individual-level predictors at their mean while varying the higher-level factors together

from their most inhibiting to their more facilitating levels, the predicted probability of a correct

vote varies from 0.36 to 0.89 – virtually the entire range of observed levels of correct voting, and

almost twice as important as the individual-level factors combined. Institutions do matter for

correct voting – and they matter a lot.

We would argue that voting correctly is a higher normative standard than turnout by which to

judge democracies because it acknowledges that even freely chosen decisions can be misguided. If

voting is the primary way that citizens influence their government, and election returns provide the

most immediate feedback to government officials about how well they are doing their jobs, then

correct voting at its very heart is about the accuracy of the signals that are sent to elites, and thus the

quality of democratic representation provided by an electoral system. The higher the level of correct

voting in an election, the more likely there will be a systematic connection between what people

want and how they are represented. But people cannot choose wisely if they do not have the

motivation to gather enough relevant information to make an informed choice, or if that

information is not credible or easily available. Voters mindlessly parroting back the views of a

political elite is not our sense of a successful democracy, even if a high proportion of eligible citizens

were to show up at the polls on election day. To state this position as strongly as possible, voting

by itself provides only the illusion of democracy; voting correctly provides true democratic

representation.

But we would never say that turnout is irrelevant to the health of a democracy, and our statement

about the greater accuracy of the signal sent to elites when more people are voting correctly assumes

that the elites listen just as closely when turnout is 50 per cent as when it is 90 per cent – an

assumption that seems pretty unlikely. Clearly, both correct voting and turnout are very important

to the health of a democracy, but the measurement of correct voting is, by definition, limited to the

actions of voters. Perhaps the next step is to somehow combine the decision to vote in the first

place with the wherewithal to vote correctly. The two could work at cross purposes, with higher

turnout bringing more less-knowledgeable and less-motivated voters to the polls (particularly if

that turnout were coerced), which should then decrease levels of correct voting. But this is a topic

for future research.

What are the implications of our results for assessing the quality of democracies around the world

today, and what might concerned citizens or governments do to try to improve it? By our measure,

approximately 73 per cent of citizens in the CSES samples voted correctly across the sixty-nine

elections in our study. Is this number lower than some democratic ideal? It is difficult to say.

If citizens voted randomly, we would expect somewhere between 27 per cent and 37 per cent correct

voting in those same sixty-nine elections given the number of alternatives they face, so citizens are

doing a lot better than chance. Surely we cannot expect 100 per cent correct choices on any complex

decision, but even in countries where almost everyone votes, many people are still not voting

correctly. Our results provide some hints as to why many citizens who care enough to vote still do

not choose the party or candidate who best represents their interests and concerns. And they suggest

some institutional changes that could increase overall levels of correct voting – and thus democratic

representation.

While the United States has historically been quite reluctant to change its constitution, citizens of

many other countries do not see it the same way. Italy, Israel, Japan and New Zealand have all

undergone fairly major revisions of their electoral systems in the past decade or two. We would

argue that high levels of correct voting – and the resulting more accurate representation of citizens’

wishes – is a criterion that all democracies should strive to achieve, and countries contemplating

changing their electoral rules might look to our findings for guidance.

Consider the party list vote in Hungary in 2002, a relatively new democracy with a coalition

government (and thus somewhat obscured lines of responsibility) that nonetheless experienced

relatively high levels of correct voting. Voters in Hungary benefitted from a relatively small number
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of ideologically distinct parties. If those two variables changed to the sample means, our model

predicts that correct voting in Hungary would have decreased by about 7 per cent. Or consider the

presidential election in Peru in 2006, in which the observed level of correct voting is clearly below

the sample mean. Voters in Peru had experienced a period of divided government, but if only the

lines of responsibility had been more clear in 2006, our model predicts an increase in the level of

correct voting of about four points from this variable alone.

Voting correctly, as we conceive it, by no means assures the stability or welfare-enhancing effects

of a democratic system. That will depend, among other factors, not only on whether voters choose

the candidates closest to their preferences, but also on what their preferences are, and on the

aggregate effects of those preferences. But informed electoral choices are a sine qua non of any fully

democratic system, and it should come as no surprise that some systems can provide those choices

more easily than others. To the extent that democratic governments provide benefits to their citizens

because of their ability to aggregate citizen preferences, we need a means to assess the accuracy of

that aggregation process. In this article we have shown that correct voting provides a valid tool for

making that judgement, and thus can be employed to assist lawmakers who seek to improve the

calibre of democratic representation in their country by institutional reform.
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